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book must have been produced under great pressure, errors in the text are
conspicuously few (e.g., the listing of the Toxoplasmideae under the Fungi).
Everything considered, this is an excellent book for anyone wishing to take
stock of the present status of penicillin therapy.
-M. TAGER.
WHAT To Do ABOUT VITAMINS. By Roger J. Williams.
University of Oklahoma Press, Norman, 1945. vi + 56 pp. $1.
"If you are a typical Amencan," says Dr. Williams, author of this little
book for the lay reader, "you are interested in vitamins." Thus he entitles
it "What To Do About Vitamins" but in it he talks about nutrition in gen-
eral with emphasis on adult needs, an emphasis to be highly commended.
He uses the term "lubricants" to cover essential amino acids, minerals, and
vitamins. Whereas some other term such as "regulators" might have been
a more apt choice, the reader will no doubt catch the author's analogy to a
machine and not let the term "lubricant" disturb his appreciation of the book.
Dr. Williams has given his own estimate of adult requirements for specific
nutrients, five out of ten figures being 20 to 60 per cent above the recom-
mended allowances of the National Research Council's Food and Nutrition
Board. This seems unfortunate at a time when nutritionists in general are
trying to present a united front in stating human nutrition needs.
The author proposes a splendid device for graphically comparing food
values. He defines a "safe" food as one in which the "lubricants" are as
generously supplied as the calories when these are all calculated on the basis
of per cent of a day's requirements and pictured in the form of a bar chart.
This device would be even more useful if employed using the Food and
Nutrition Board's figures. The suggested plan for calculating the food values
of the three meals for the day is rather too complicated and time-consuming
for the avereage reader but wor,thy of trial.
In spite of these adverse comments the reviewer feels that this book is a
valuable addition to popular literature on nutrition and should make an
appeal to adults who want to main-tain health 'by applying scientific nutrition
to their own problems.
-HELEN S. MITCHELL.
THE BACTERIAL CELL, In Its Relation to Problems of Viru-
lence, Immunity and Chemotherapy. By Rene J. Dubos. Har--
vard University Press. xix + 460 pp. $5.
In this text Dubos has made a valiant attempt to bridge the gap between
bacteriological phenomena and the bacterium as a complex entity with each
of its many components characterized by spatial relationships, endowed withBOOK REVIEWS 73
physical and chemical attributes and, moreover, possessed of a variability
which, in turn, is referable to more than mere whim. As yet, the bridge
is a rather shaky structure, as is recognized by the frequency with which the
author is forced to indicate that insufficient data force but tentative conclu-
sions. Nevertheless, the text clears away much rubbish and underbrush, and
in some few places offers a firm foundation upon which to build. For
example, Dubos gets away from most of the text-book terms that are mean-
ingless and for them he substitutes chemical equivalents or, at least, terms
that have some precision of meaning. And that the reader may become
confused thereby is quite immaterial; he will unwittingly remain confused
so long as he accepts the text-book verbiage and merely gets the notion that
it is the tool-chest that bores the hole. For if The Bacterial CeU does nothing
more it will persuade the thinking person that the bacterium as such does
practically nothing; it is the constituent parts that function or that are
so constructed that the host is compelled to a particular functional expression.
The book is essential to anyone working seriously in bacteriology and is
most certainly a step in the right direction, and that it does not answer all
questions is surely preferable to continuing to mask ignorance by a display of
sounding phrases without meaning. That it is filled with gaps is also a great
merit, for it will demand frequent revision if it is to be kept up-to-date, and
it is to be hoped that such revision will eliminate some of the many errors
that have crept into the text. Apparently little care was given the matter of
making the bok readable, and less to the adoption of a uniform style. The
book is hard reading, and one wonders if the author intended "immunolo-
chemical" and by what system of adjectival derivation the word "Pastornan"
was formed from Pasteur. The use repeatedly of the phrase "chemical acci-
dent" is disconcerting also in a text of this kind.
-GEO. H. SMITH.
HAY FEVER PLANTS. Their Appearance, Distribution, Time of
Flowering and their Role in Hayfever. By Roger P. Wodehouse.
Waltham, Mass., The Chronica Botanica Co.; New York City,
G. E. Stechert & Co., 1945. xix + 245 pp. $4.75.
In order to treat specifically the atopic allergies, the physician must be
cognizant of many facts concerning the responsible plants, such as their geo-
graphical distribution, time of flowering, and allergenic potential. In spite of
the technical nature of the subject, the author has succeeded admirably in
presenting his material with clarity, simplicity, and the proper emphasis to
make readily accessible to the allergist the botanical background he requires.
In the first chapter, the reader may find a general discussion of the nature of
the offending plants, factors determining their capacity to induce hayfever,